
THE NEED FOR OUTSOURCING CUSTOMER SERVICE TO INDIA

PLEASE DO NOT OUT SOURCE CUSTOMER SERVICE TO INDIA! Here is do I need if I want to outsource my
company's customer service?.

The presence of large workforce works in favor of many IT outsourcing companies to provide scalable
services as and when needed. Outsourcing your customer service needs to India will not only ensure you of
quality customer care but also your cost savings could be as high as fifty percent. Planning to take the plunge
with outsourcing, where an external company directly interacts with your customers? Now, the same
phenomenon is catching on in the customer care industry. When you use an external support team, they should
sound exactly like your internal support staff. The brand promise of customer service must be top notch. Be
sure to read service level agreements in depth as well, and consider whether they apply specifically to your
business needs. The customer service information database compiled by your offshoring partner is
immediately accessible to you. Check out these effective strategies to train your outsourced support team. Call
or Submit Form Please leave this field empty. Amex also partnered with multinational Information technology
companies in India like Infosys Ltd, and Tata Consultancy services. The services in the research and
development center include: hour monitoring and response Technical support for all Cisco technologies SLOs
for mean time to notify, isolate and to resolve incidents Collaboration with Cisco IT Tier 3 team This
investment has helped CISCO to integrate channels and customer-facing processes resulting in higher
customer satisfaction and a more profitable growth. If you outsource this support requirement, you can easily
advertise this feature to broaden your customer base. In addition to detailing how the partnership will work
and what is expected, the contract should include conditions that allow you to discontinue the relationship.
Infosys also partnered with Unisys Corporation in Pennsylvania to provide service-desk and desk-side
technical support to Microsoft employees. Try Remote OK. Many call centers tend to focus on handle-time
â€” that is, the average amount of time the representative spends with each caller. With outsourcing being one
of the core components of business strategies across the globe, India offers itself as an excellent choice of
destination for outsourcing your call center services and helps you to stay competitive in this market. While
this article focuses on outsourcing customer service, almost any part of a company can be outsourced,
including graphic design, billing, collections, or data entry. Companies need to look at upgrading their agent
training programs and investing in AI tools to make sure that every service issue results in a positive outcome
- no matter who is on the other end of the complaint. Test Calls Before you pick your ideal call center, find out
who some of their clients are and do a test call as a customer asking a question. Share knowledge within the
team. It automatically calculates pay based on actual hours worked. India is also known as the ICT sector hub.
Create monthly reports. The country is in the midst of 'Digital India' revolution Favorable government policies
have ensured India is in the midst of a digital wave. Simply ping the third party, and have them contact the
company on your behalf while you move on with your life. One of the directors at Ford stated that Ford was
extremely pleased with the fast and efficient services handled by Indian professionals. Cons The biggest
reason why a company would want to keep its call center in-house is control. As a result, your customer
support quality can drop at an alarming rate. S and Europe increasingly shift their call center operations, IT
services, and other business processes to India. It helps if the area has few natural disasters to interrupt service.
You can find consumer reviews that can give you further insight into a typical customer service experience.
Not only India provides quality call center services but also more complex analytical services in the form of
research, engineering and product development as well. What to expect from this article? Try Slack at Work.
Outsourcing your support needs can help you maintain a high standard in customer service without
undertaking the investments involved in building an in-house team from scratch.


